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The Highland Council: Social Security Committee 17 May 2018   
 
1. Scottish Welfare Fund (SWF) 
1.1 Background 

 Highland is a third of Scotland’s land area including the most remote and sparsely 

occupied parts of the country. It is 20% larger than Wales and has the seventh highest 

population of Scotland’s 32 Local Authorities.  The population of 233,000 is 4.37% of 

Scotland’s total.    The graph below details SWF application volumes. 

.  

 
2. Service Delivery Model 
2.1 In Highland, the Scottish Welfare Fund (SWF) is administered within the Revenues & 

Customer Services section. This team not only undertakes “traditional” Revenues 

responsibilities such as Council Tax, Housing Benefit, Council Tax Reduction and 

Discretionary Housing Payments but also administers SWF, School Clothing Grants, 

Free School Meals, Educational Maintenance Allowance, Inverness Winter Fuel 

Payments and Garden Aid. These entitlements were previously delivered within other 

Council sections/Services. Our service delivery model since 2014/15 offers service 

delivery resilience and job rotation for example resulting in impressive processing times. 

It also removes the frustration for both staff and customers at being repeatedly asked for 

the same information. Customers can make applications by Freephone telephone, online 

or on a paper application form.  

 

Whilst dealing with a Community Care or Crisis Grant application, as part of the holistic 

approach of the Scottish Welfare Fund, staff engage with a number of different 

organisations e.g. CAB,  NHS, landlords and Council Services such as Housing & 

Welfare Support.    

 

2.2 What works well? 
 Processing times (as detailed in the table below) 

SWF     Area 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 

CG within 2 days    
(within 1 day from 16/17) 

THC * 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Scotland 95.6% 97.0% 98.1% Not yet av.- 

CCG within 15 days 
THC * 98.0% 99.7% 99.5% 100% 

Scotland 84.2% 92.3% 90.5% Not yet av.- 
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*The Highland Council 

 

 The SWF is administered by a team which has a wide-ranging experience of a 

number of benefit entitlements as detailed in paragraph 2.1 above.   

 Highland’s Single Point of Contact demonstrates a holistic approach to a number 

of entitlements, such as Inverness Winter Fuel Payments (funded by the Inverness 

Common Good Fund).  The Committee will be aware from the Council’s earlier 

response regarding automation that those receiving a Scottish Welfare Crisis 

Grant Fund during a specified period are automatically paid a one-off discretionary 

payment of £81.00 (2017/18 rate) to help with their fuel costs during the winter 

months.   

 Local delivery is linked in with local signposting for other services/advice, local 

food banks, duty social workers etc. 

 The team works closely with colleagues in the Council’s Welfare Team who assist 

customers to maximise their entitlements. This in turn reduces reliance on 

SWF/level of awards.   

 The team provides expert call handling from decision makers and therefore has 

the ability to turn around applications quickly. 

 SWF duties are rotated between the wider team members.  This provides variation 

in job role and ensures an additional pool of trained staff can be utilised at peak 

times.  

 Group sessions within the team help prevent fraudulent claims. 

 The facility for electronic payments by text allows immediate Crisis Grant payment 

at 150 sites situated throughout the Highlands. These electronic payments with 

Cash ID vouchers can be made via email to assist applicants without mobile 

phones.     

 The SWF Team has the expertise to rapidly carry out first tier reviews which can 

be triggered by a short email.  Customers receive a decision by 4.45pm the 

following day.  

 Local contracts are in place for the supply and installation of new and second 

hand/recycled goods.  The service and quality of goods provided have been well 

received by residents and delivers lower unit costs for the Council. 

 These contracts support local employment and volunteering opportunities, makes 

a positive contribution to the local economy and reduces landfill.  

 Strong working relationships have been developed with organisations such as 

CAB, Women’s Aid, Landlords, Support Providers, Social Workers (supervised 

spends), Council Services (eg Housing) and the Police regarding reports of lost 

property/theft.  

 The Freephone service ensures the Fund is accessible including over the festive 

period when staff and managers are available for customers facing difficult 

circumstances.  

 
2.3 What makes it challenging? 

 SWF has a vulnerable client group which can make it a stressful job.  To help 

mitigate this challenge, our service delivery model means job rotation ensures staff 

members are not working on SWF all of the time.  

 Customers may not be at home when deliveries arrive from the Dingwall & 

Inverness depots meaning repeat deliveries and delays to the customer. To help 
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mitigate this, contracts with local suppliers enables more flexible and frequent 

deliveries to be made and all delivery times are pre-arranged with customers. 

 The impact of Universal Credit – in particular the delay in receiving the first 

payment – can mean the SWF is accessed by customers as a way of “bridging the 

gap”. Ultimately, this leads to “double-payments” for the same initial period when 

the UC payment is made.    

3. Administration costs and funding  
3.1 The administrative cost of operating the Highland Council’s Scottish Welfare Fund is more 

than the administrative grant received from the Scottish Government. Thus the funding 
falls short of what is required. The table below refers. 
 

 
 

3.2 The table includes that in the case of Highland, 60% of administrative costs were met by 
Scottish Government in 2017/18. Highland’s SWF administration grant increased to £164k 
in 2018/19. 
 

3.3 On the one hand, this proportion is not dissimilar to Housing Benefit and Council Tax 
Reduction administration. Compared to the funding from DWP and Scottish Government 
combined, approximately 60% of costs are met by DWP and Scottish Government for all 
Scottish Councils (but there can be variances from Council to Council reflecting local 
priorities and challenges, for example).  
 

3.4 However, for such a critical service area, the continuing overall increase in applications is 
only exacerbating the shortfall in funding for local authorities and pay awards for 2018/19 
are yet to be finalised.  

 
4. Procurement 
4.1 When procuring the local SWF contracts for the supply of new goods, in addition to 

delivering value for money goods, the selected supplier and the Council agreed the 
following community benefits:   

 A sustainable work experience programme for young people with additional support 

needs which will deliver a minimum of 200 hours of work experience per annum. 

 The supplier is a Business Partner to a mainstream school in Highland (Dingwall 

Academy) to enable a programme of activity to be undertaken including mock 

interviews and CV preparation. 

 Creation of 2 Modern Apprentices in warehousing and furniture installation 

 Zero tolerance approach to landfill by diverting customers’ old goods to recycling. 
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5. Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) 
5.1 The feedback received from customers and from the SPSO indicates the level of 

discretion in the scheme strikes an appropriate balance. The Council welcomes the 
discretion extended to local authorities to decide the priorities level according to local 
need and available spend.  

 
5.2 Since 1 April 2016, if an individual disagrees with a decision made by a local authority at 

the 1st tier review stage, they can request a further review from the SPSO.  The number of 
further reviews undertaken by the SPSO in respect of Highland Council’s decisions is low. 
For example, in 2016/17, 5 Highland customers requested the SPSO for further reviews 
which resulted in one decision change.  Although 2017/18 data is not available from the 
SPSO, the Council’s records show there were 14 requests for further reviews by Highland 
customers in 2017/18, with the SPSO upholding 3 of these reviews and the remaining 11 
having no change to the original decision. All SPSO decisions are analysed within the 
Revenues & Customer Services Section and any lessons learned are shared with staff.   
 

5.3 The Highland Council is one of 8 local authorities that participate within the Local 
Authority/SPSO sounding board which reports on casework received by the SPSO, 
discusses recent case studies and identifies best practice.  The SPSO can provide very 
comprehensive decision letters to both the applicant and to the Local Authority which, at 
times, can appear disproportionate to the issue concerned.  
 

5.4 It is important to provide feedback to the SPSO on their decisions as sharing of such 
views can be beneficial to all concerned. The SPSO have acknowledged that it is difficult 
for them to have local knowledge across the length and breadth of the country and have 
valued and welcomed such feedback which they disseminate across their teams. 

 
   

6. Poverty & Inequalities Working Group  
6.1 Chaired by the Leader of the Council with cross-political and senior management 

representation, the Council’s Poverty & Inequalities Working Group seek to reduce 
poverty and inequalities. This includes lobbying on relevant matters, including Universal 
Credit, ensuring the SWF programme funding provides the best possible value for money, 
and ensuring wider measures are being taking forward locally with partners.   
 
This Group receives regular reports including updates on Welfare Reform.  

 
 
 
Prepared by Sheila McKandie, Benefits & Welfare Manager, The Highland Council 
9 May 2018 


